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MORE INFORMATIONS

LEAVE YOUR COMMENT
Vendeeglobe.org has made it possible for you to post comments under the website articles so all Vendée 

Globe enthusiasts can share, discuss, clarify or express criticism. Verbal abuse and personal attacks are the only 

limits to this freedom to comment articles. This is why, when we think some comments have gone too far, we 

reserve the right to occasionally delete comments or to close the comments box under some articles. Thanks for

showing respect to skippers, their teams and all those working hard every day to make this editorial content 

available to all of you. 
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Cheminées Poujoulat official press release:

A little before 2PM on Sunday, the Cheminées Poujoulat skipper switched his communication devices back 

on to contact his team and tell them more about his situation.

Bernard Stamm is currently sailing in a 35-to-40-knot wind and he will have to keep his central navigation 

unit turned off most of the time since only 5% of the the monuhull’s main battery potential can be used. 

Stamm will switch it back on occasionally to send and receive news. He also said he was getting ready to 

start drawing on his safety water reserve and that he was still heading towards Cape Horn.  

Even though it is difficult for the Swiss sailor to have a precise idea of how fast he can expect to progress, 

the latest routing shows he could round Cape Horn on January 9 as the wind will slow him down on 

Sunday and Monday.

At this point, stopping in a port for fuel has not been ruled out yet, but Bernard’s team is also considering 

the possibility of getting fuel from one of the boats present in the area. 
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felix - 07.01.13 10:29

You will do it, Bernhard Stamm. Wilfried Erdmann has done the whole distance twice, one time with, another time

against the wind, without any fuel, he even had no motor on his boat and collected rain water. I think the vendee 

needs a new class of boats, real sailing boats, made of steel or aluminium, made for real sailing without electric 

gimmicks. Everyone should have the same boat, abilities as sailor should make the race - not material or life-riscy-

lightbuilt boats made from plastic-laminate. Good luck!

Carmen Scherubel - 07.01.13 06:46

Thank God it didn't take out your keel! Seems like alot of poor luck for you but you are alive and well in spite of 

this. The Vendee Globe is not for the faint of heart and you've proven you have LOTS of heart for this. We are all 

so very proud of you and wish you all the best! Have a safe journey home. I know you will be fine because you 

have lots of friends praying you home safely! 

Stan in Long Beach, CA - 07.01.13 05:47

@ suecan49......... preset probably a typo. should probabl;y read "boats present inthe area"

alan - 07.01.13 00:56

Keep going Bernard, our prayers are with you for a safe sailing trip to a haven of safety where you can re-evaluate

your stuation. but no matter what, please enjoy safe sailing and stay warm Best wishes from Budleigh salterton. 

s.leigh n.carolina - 06.01.13 21:11

dgrogan - thanks for weighing in. It is always helpful to get your insights, especially in this tenuous situation.

Bernard, we are with you in spirit and support! With all that positve enery and prayer focused on you, I hope you 

are feeling renewed strength, courage, and good fortune to address these issues. Let every small step be a 

positive action that gets you closer to a safe journey home. Sally 

cheerleader - 06.01.13 20:42

I really don't know how little fuel he has but I wish to encourage him by this: "What would Yves Parlier do?" Go

Bernard!

Carpe diem - 06.01.13 20:14

I become tired with the Swiss. Take him out the news. Was a few years ago just behind him athis morring place in

Brest. Always solo sailing to the med and back home. Carpe Diem

dgrogan - 06.01.13 19:54

Nearest port is Ushuaia in Tierra del Fuego, Argentina which is about another 130nm from the Horn. Bernard will 

need assistance before he can make it that far in blackout conditions. But maybe they can drop him fuel from a 

helicopter or plane, if things get desperate enough. Good luck Bernard. Keep safe.

Kate - 06.01.13 17:44

@suecan49 Assume they have Boats loaded with fuel etc within contact area ..to enable making contact.... Others

wiser than I, will chip in I am sure. Stay safe Bernard. Granny Kate

suecan49 - 06.01.13 17:36
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